
Dear Parents ,  

With only two weeks to go unti l  the mid-term break it  is  that t ime of year where teachers undertake formal
assessments of the students in school ,  commencing in week 7.  The students have been notif ied of their
assessment schedule which is posted in their classrooms .  Mr .  Ansir  has col lated al l  the information regarding
what subjects wil l  have an assessment on specif ic days and this wil l  be shared with parents so you can help
support and prepare the chi ldren for the upcoming assessments .   

The purpose of assessments is  for teaches to f ind out what students know ,  understand and can do based on
the teaching and learning which has taken place up to the point in t ime .  These assessments provide essential
feedback to the teachers so they can make adjustments to their planning and provision to help support your
children .  As we have students in school and at home some wil l  be doing their assessments online ,  but if  i t  is
the day they are permitted to come in for support they are expected to be in school for the assessment .   
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For those parents supporting chi ldren at home with online learning please
note you are not helping your chi ld if  you give them the answers during
online assessments .  We ful ly understand that you want your chi ldren to do
well ,  but if  give them the answers in assessments (and put the microphone
on mute while doing so!)  then teachers are assessing you and not your
children .  This wil l  not help the teacher know exactly what your chi ld can
or can ’t  do and as a result  they can ’t  adapt what they need to teach to
ensure your chi ld makes the progress we all  want them to make .   

One of the initiatives we implemented at NIS during week six is the teachers ‘Open Door
Week’. At least 40 teachers volunteer to allow other colleagues to come and visit their
classrooms so they could show case the best teaching and learning practices going on at
NIS. Colleagues have been encouraged to come and visit lessons outside of their own
subject or year group area to pick up ideas which they could implement in their own
lessons. This has been a great opportunity for colleagues to share what they do on a day
to day basis and the large number of volunteers who offered to show case lessons
demonstrates the positive collaborative learning culture we have at NIS.  



This week I had the opportunity to meet our newly formed Student Council
members. Thank you to Mr.Muhammad Shabbir for leading this group of future
leaders. We had an interesting conversation about numerous issues including
student wellbeing, work skills, community service, personal talents, sports, health
and media to name a few. I am very keen to see this group develop and take on
an active leadership role in the school where they organise and lead initiatives
which will improve the education experience for NIS students. Empowering
students to lead and make changes facilitates the development of their own
leadership skills.  I am excited to see what initiatives they are going to focus on
and how they are going to enact these across the year.  

We are getting very close to launching our new school management information system
‘ENGAGE’ by Double First and you will receive an email soon requesting you to set up the
Portal Account which will give you access to many aspects of your child’s education. Once this
is rolled out this will be the main method of communication between the school and parents.

You will only be able to access your child’s assessment information, reports and sign up for
parent teacher consultation days (as well as many other aspects of your child’s education)

through this portal. We will have to do some follow up checks via the form tutor and your
child’s MS Team account with a survey to ensure we have the correct contact information
(email, phone number) otherwise you will not be able to access the portal. Once you have
signed up you will also be able to download the Engage app from the app stores for your
mobile.  

Thank you to all those parents who completed the parent survey shared by Mr.

Mohammed Wajeeh,  your engagement with the school and feedback is appreciated.

We had 102  responses to the survey which focused on the parent’s perception of the
school climate and culture along with their views of teaching and communication.

With the pandemic and online learning this opens up the school to a far greater level
of scrutiny as parents are basically in lessons with their children at home and have a
front row seat to what is actually happening.   

Overall the picture is very positive,  an example being x50  parents stated teachers
use the phrase ‘explain your work’  which is an example of encouraging thinking and
learning rather than the focus on teaching.  Students are given lots of opportunity to
complete writing and challenging activities,  however we do need to encourage more
student led learning and reduce the amount of teacher talk.  The interactions you as
parents have with teachers is very positive with almost all stating that interactions
are supportive and respectful.  There are a very small number of negative
interactions indicated and we will do all we can to ensure that these kind of
interactions are amended.   
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Richard McMahon  
Executive Principal 
BA Ed. (Hons), MA.Ed, PTC, PENTA 



COLLABORATIONCOLLABORATION
Collaboration helps students develop many skillsCollaboration helps students develop many skills
such as helping others, controlling their emotions,such as helping others, controlling their emotions,
sharing materials and ideas. This week in grade 2sharing materials and ideas. This week in grade 2

boys, Mrs. Eman's students drew pictures toboys, Mrs. Eman's students drew pictures to
express their ideas about collaboration.express their ideas about collaboration.  

Mohammed Rohann drew a fantastic picture.Mohammed Rohann drew a fantastic picture.  
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YOUNG WRITERS
Instructions are an artform, especially if the teacher
wants her students to follow them. In EFL class, Mrs.
Amany's grade 5G are learning the merits of writing
specific, unambiguous, step-by-step descriptions.

Generally covering how to make or do something (How
to Make a Cup of Tea), these instructions should be clear

and easy to follow by the reader, allowing them to
assess exactly what they need to do. Instruction writing

teaches children to think carefully and literally.
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4 TIPS ON SUPPORTING4 TIPS ON SUPPORTING
YOUR CHILDREN AS THEY GOYOUR CHILDREN AS THEY GO

BACK TO SCHOOLBACK TO SCHOOL

Numbers as per studies conducted by Co-Space



An idiom is a phrase or an expression that has
a particular meaning that differs from the

meaning of the individual words.
Every week, I will be posting a new idiom.

Students need to research it's meaning, learn it
and use it in real life situations during the week

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think this means? and when do
we use it?

 
Tell your English language teacher .
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English Idiom of The Week

GRADE 9 BOYS MORNINGGRADE 9 BOYS MORNING
WARMUPSWARMUPS

Thank you for all our teachers who
have taken part in the "Open Door"

learning walks initiative 

Our students are allowed to
bring and use their devices to
support their learning. This

can only be done during class
time and under their teachers'

supervision.
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TERM 1 ASSESSMENT SCHEDULESTERM 1 ASSESSMENT SCHEDULES
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Guidance and counselling services are an
indispensable part of any higher education

institution. They become increasingly
important in the context of students

studying abroad, as international students
are faced with multiple adjustment

challenges when studying in a foreign
country and need support. Higher education
officer provides, students, information and

counselling services related to their careers
and with possibility to find universities

programs and related information. 
 

At NIS, Career planning and Higher
Education Guidance is an underway plan for

the academic year 2021-2022. Last week
Students of grade 11 and 12 were again given
career counselling by Mrs Rafia Butt about a

new platform Commonapp.  
 

The Common Application (Common App) is a
non-profit organization representing nearly
900 diverse institutions of higher education.
The platform connect applicants and those
who support them to a wide array of public
and private colleges and universities across

all 50 U.S. states, and 20 countries. 
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What a Beautiful Surprise!!What a Beautiful Surprise!!
Returning to my office after a very long

day to find this beautiful plant sitting

on my desk. Thank you, Ali A-muqhwi,

and every other student and parent

who said "Thank you My Teacher" on

the World's Teacher Day. 

You have made my day!!



 
A student council is a group of elected and volunteer students working

together with an adult advisor within the framework of a constitution to
provide a means for students expression and assistance in school affairs and

activities, give opportunities for student experience in leadership.

1.Aminah Wahab

2.Meriam Ahmed

3.Amna Komel

4.Maya Francis

5.Isra Suliman

6.Mohanad Hani

7.Uzair Butt

8.Omar Mohamed
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9.Abdullatif Ibrahim

10.Aahil Noor

11.Nicolae lulian Gogu

12.Mohammed Elshebiny



HANA’S WELLBEING CORNERHANA’S WELLBEING CORNER  

Welcome ParentsWelcome Parents  

This week wellbeing activity It emphasizesThis week wellbeing activity It emphasizes    on POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGYon POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
INTERVENTIONS .INTERVENTIONS .

Positive psychology interventions, or PPIs, are a set of scientific tools and strategiesPositive psychology interventions, or PPIs, are a set of scientific tools and strategies
that focus on increasing happiness, wellbeing, and positive cognitions and emotions.that focus on increasing happiness, wellbeing, and positive cognitions and emotions.
These might include character strengths, optimistic emotions, and constructiveThese might include character strengths, optimistic emotions, and constructive
institutions.institutions.  

all positive psychology interventions have two essential components:all positive psychology interventions have two essential components:

• Focusing on enhancing happiness through positive• Focusing on enhancing happiness through positive
thoughts and emotionsthoughts and emotions
• Sustaining the effects for long-term• Sustaining the effects for long-term

Students will write on a posted note some thoughts ,Students will write on a posted note some thoughts ,  
picture, or event and share it on the board with other students.picture, or event and share it on the board with other students.  
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